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Some recent studies: 

 HKRT   JHEP 1904 (2019) 010  

L.Beresford, Jesse Liu,  ArXiv:1811.0645 

S.I. Godunov et al,  ArXiv: 1906.08568 
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   arXiv:1710.02406  

 
(and quite a few other papers) 

natural SUSY: 

  existence of light nearly  

mass-degenerate Higgsinos/charginos 

Mass~ 100-200GeV, 

mass splitting ~ 4-20 GeV 

 

Most challenging: compressed mass 

scenarios: small mass difference 

between the     ,           and   

 

Motivated by naturalness,  

cosmological observations and (g-2) 

phenomenology. 

𝑙   

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1710.02406
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1710.02406
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to bring DM abundance down 

to the observed value  

Initially DM in thermal 

equilibrium with SM, later it 

freezes out  
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    Searches   for Electroweakinos at the LHC  
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Model dependence 
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Process 

p 

p 

CD 
Near beam  

Detectors 

photon-proton/nucleus collider @ LHC 

              Extensive Program 
  , ee  QED processes 
  QCD (jets..) 
  WW,…   anomalous couplings 
  squarks, top… pairs 
  Charginos, Sleptons, ALPS 
 Other new BSM objects 

…and p 

  collisions at the LHC 

  AFP  

 

  CT-PPS 

                

…and A 

  

+pp 

Strong advantage-model 

independent production   

mechanism, accurate 

mass measurement  
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   (compressed mass BSM scenarios)     

 HKSS, arXiv:1110.4320  

Diphoton  X-Pair Production  

electroweakinos 

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1110.4320
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1110.4320
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1110.4320


Advantage of exclusivity & 

compressed mass  

11  

Outgoing proton 4-momentum  

measured in FPD 

Lepton 4-momentum  

measured in Central detector 

} 
4-momentum of system of  

2 DM particles could be constrained 

from photon & lepton 4-momenta 

Incoming photon  

4-momentum can 

(in principle) be 

measured via FPD 

FPD measures precisely mass of central 

system. If mass splitting                   low  

→ FPD can give quite a precise hint  
about 2𝑚𝐷𝑀  

ξ𝑖 = 1 - 
𝐸𝑝𝑖′𝐸𝑝𝑖 , i=1,2  

measured  

precisely in FPD 
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Major backgrounds  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                           

       Semi-exclusive process with proton from (SD,DD)  dissociation detected in  the FPD. 

 

      Semi-exclusive QCD-initiated BGs due to low-pt ( mainly c-quark)  jets, 

with  SD and DD followed by proton hits in the FPD. 

 

 

       Coincidence of inelastic lepton pair production with two independent  

SD/DD  events from the PU interactions that mimics the signal. 

                                    (danger for other New Physics searches with ≤1 fb) 

 

        ,  dimeson, vector resonances  etc… 

=120-300GeV,  
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Background rejection using ToF 
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    Event Selection 

𝑚(𝑙   = 120-300 GeV ,  =10-25 GeV 

 

 

 

𝜂 𝑙 < 2,5,   𝑝𝑇(𝑙  >5 GeV (trigger conditions) 𝑝𝑇(𝑙  <30 GeV (in order to supress the WW BG)  

with 

requirement of no additional tracks with pt > 0.4 GeV at 𝜂 < 2,5) 

 

   both protons detected by the proton taggers ( with FT )  

 sleptons-quite small cross sections ( 0.01 -0.3 fb),   +hostile  PU environment 

𝜂(𝑙1 − 𝜂(𝑙2    (to supress BG) cuts on  

 chargino pair production- extra factor of ~25 suppression  

≥ 100 GeV from 

the LEP constraints 

Calculations: SuperChic, analytical, PYTHIA 8.2, HERWIG 7.1  (quite reasonable agreement)  

Compressed mass scenario → difference between slepton and DM candidate mass, 𝛥M, 

is small     <𝑚𝑙𝑙> ~ 𝛥M → aim is to keep <𝑚𝑙𝑙> low → 2 < 𝑚𝑙𝑙  < 40 GeV 
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An attractive idea, but huge backgrounds caused by soft proton 

dissociation, photon bremsstrahlung and PU (at high lumi) 

Measurements at low lumi (            )with 
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CONCLUSIONS 
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Inclusive slepton searches 
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ATLAS SUSY Summary plot 

Both 

protons  

break  

up 

ISR jet (for trigger purposes) 

Leptons precisely  

measured in  

Central detector 

Slepton: spin=0 partner of lepton 

              - decays to fermionic DM + leptons with BR=100% 

Model  

dependent 

Marek Taševský                             DM searches with forward protons at LHC         

13 TeV 2L 0 jets 

13 TeV 2τ 0 jets 

DM particle 

candidate. 

Large missing 𝐸𝑇 

in Central 

detector 
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AFP , CT-PPS 

At large masses 𝛾𝛾 takes 

over , KMR-02    

M ~200- 2000 GeV 
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  Courtesy of Marek Tasevsky 


